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QUESTION 1

An architect has been tasked with expanding the design of an existing production instance of vRealize Automation
(vRA) to integrate the assets of a newly acquired company. This acquisition has the following new resources: 

1.

 A vCenter Server 

2.

 An A WS presence 

3.

 A HyperV Server 

Which design recommendation should the architect make in order to integrate these new resources into the current vRA
distributed deployment? 

A. In the vRA Virtual Appliance Management Interface (VAMI)1 select the Cluster page on the vRA Settings tab and add
the three new nodes to your vRA cluster architecture. 

B. Integrate new VSphere and Hyper-V proxy agents into the distributed IaaS server architecture.Design three new
endpoints for vCenter, Hyper-V and Amazon EC2 within the vRA UI based on the configuration specifications of each. 

C. By leveraging the existing environment\\'s proxy agents, design three new endpoints for vCenter, Hyper-V and
Amazon EC2 wit hin the vRA UI based on the configuration specifications of each. 

D. Integrate three separate new proxy agents for each new resource into the distributed IaaS server architecture.
Design the respective three new endpoints within the vRA UI based on the configuration specifications of each. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is looking for a sho\,vback and chargeback method to allocate costs for all workloads provisioned using the
VMware Cloud Management Platform. The Cloud Architectur;e team must ensur e that costs are calculated dynamically
every 24 hours, and applied based on the application type and size. 

Which two steps should be taken to ensure this data is captured? (Choose two.) 

A. Specify "vRealize Automation Blueprint" as the Compute grouping strategy. 

B. Ensure that vRealize Business for Cloud is the default cost provider for vRealize Automation. 

C. Specify "vReatize Automation Reservation" as the Compute grouping strat egy. 

D. Set pricing for the Compute Rates for vCPU and per GB RAM and Storage Rates in vRealize Business for Cloud. 

E. Ensure that the data collection interval for vRealize Business is set to 24 hours. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 3

An Internet Service Provider requires the use of vRealize Automation to create blueprints and application services. It
must catalog the blueprints once and share across multiple tenants in order to maintain standards and avoid rework.
Which statement is true about blueprints and application services? 

A. Blueprints and application services CANNOT be shared across tenants. 

B. Blueprints CANNOT be shared across tenants, but application services can be shared. 

C. Blueprints and application services can be shared across tenants. 

D. Application services can be shared across tenants, but blueprints CANNOT be shared. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which are three considerations to take into account when designing a fabric group? (Choose three.) 

A. Infrastructure resources can be organized into fabric groups and be assigned one or more fabric administrators to
manage the resources in the fabric group. 

B. Once a fabric group is created in a specific tenant, its resources can only be consumed by members of business
groups in that tenant. 

C. Fabric groups are required for virtual and cloud endpoints. 

D. Only resources that exist on the clusters selected for the fabric group are discovered during data collection. 

E. A fabric administrator can add or remove compute resources to and from a fabric group. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

A new vSphere cluster has been added to a production environment. The architect has been tasked with managing this
cluster from vRealize Automation . Which two methods could be used to begin consuming this new cluster for all future
deployments? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new reservation using the new compute resource and set the priority to a lower number than the existing
production reservation. 

B. Create a new reservation using an existing compute resource and set the priority to a higher number than the existing
product ion reservation. 

C. Modify the existing production reservation by changing the compute resource used to the new vSphere cluster. 

D. Create a new reservation using the new compute resource and disable the existing production reservation. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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